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Assignments for next week:
Hand in p54.  Complete p57, p58 Exercise 1 (not Exercise 2), read grammar p59.

Assignment from p52
Colleges of the University and Science Sections
College of Humanities
College of Commerce, Economics, and Political Science
College of Engineering and Petroleum

Civil Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Mechanical Engineering

College of Law
College of Islamic Law and Islamic Studies
College of Medicine
College of Sciences

Mathematics
Chemistry
Physics
Zoology
Botanics and Microbiology
Geology
Organic Chemistry

College of Education
College of University Women [separate college for women]
College of Graduate Studies

Assignment from p54 (translation):
My family…
Our university…
I'm always…
The students in my class…
Mahaa…
They…
My teacher (masculine/feminine)…
We…
The registration office…
The library of our university…

Assignment from hand-out “p2, chapter 4” (translation):
How do I memorize all the names?!
Here is Saamia, daughter of my aunt Fatima.  She is a friend of my childhood.  And here is Haamid, son of 
my uncle Mohammed, a classmate in elementary school.  He was in the fourth grade, and I was in the first 
grade.  Here is the wife of my uncle Ahmed.  Ah… her name… her name… truly [in reality], I don't 
remember the names of all the individuals of the family.  I don't know how to memorize all the names 
before traveling to Cairo.
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Unit 4 Exercise 1 (p58) (partial)
5. d]�ÓcÓð√

6. ÔXÚMÔ�

7. qÔ�

8. dÓHÓÝ

9. WÓFÐ«d�«

10. kHŠ√

11. ·dŽ√

12. WÝ—b�

Unit 4 Exercise 2
Answers on hand-out from last week.

Verbs
Arabic verbs are formed starting from a core concept and then applying a Form which imparts a ‘semantic 
mode’.  For example, whereas in English the verbs ‘to study’ and ‘to teach’ are distinct, in Arabic they are 
just two different Forms of the same underlying concept “”—œ”.  For example, Form 1 of that root is “ Ó”Ó—Óœ 

to study”, and Form 2 is “ Ó”]—Óœ to teach”.  The Form 2 is called the causative or intensive; “to teach” is “to 
cause to study”.  Theoretically, there are fourteen Forms, though not all roots express verbs in all fourteen 
Forms.  A root must be looked up in the dictionary to discover which of its Forms are in fact expressed and 
what their meanings are.
Another example is the root V²�.  Form 1 is “to write ÓVÓ²Ó�”, and Form 2 is “to dictate ÓV]²Ó�”.

The table on p60 shows (from right to left) sJÝ in Form 1, ”—œ in Form 2, and d�– in Form 5.  In this 
table, the second version of the s1f, p2, and p3 conjugations are the subjunctive cases (not studied yet).

Assignments for next week:
Read p60.  Memorize Form 1 in Ÿ—UC�.  Exercise 3 (p61), 5 (p62), 7 (p64).  Read Exercise 6 (p63).



Present Tense Ÿ—UC�

Form 1
to leave to write pattern

„ÔdÚðÓ√ ÚVÔ²Ú�√ Ú¿Ô¿Ú¿Ó√ U½√

„ÔdÚ²Óð ÚVÔ²ÚJÓð Ú¿Ô¿Ú¿Ó‡ð X½√

Ó5�ÔdÚ²Óð Ó5Ú³Ô²ÚJÓð Ós¹Ú¿Ô¿Ú¿‡ð X½√

„ÔdÚ²Ó¹ ÚVÔ²ÚJÓ¹ Ú¿Ô¿Ú¿‡Ó¹ u¼

„ÔdÚ²Óð ÚVÔ²ÚJÓð Ú¿Ô¿Ú¿Ó‡ð w¼

„ÔdÚ²Ó½ ÚVÔ²ÚJÓ½ Ú¿Ô¿Ú¿‡Ó½ s×½

ÓÊu�ÔdÚ²Óð ÓÊu³Ô²ÚJÓð ÓÊË¿Ô¿Ú¿‡Óð r²½√

ÓÊu�ÔdÚ²Ó¹ ÓÊu³Ô²ÚJÓ¹ ÓÊË¿Ô¿Ú¿‡Ó¹ r¼

Form 2 (causative/intensive)
to change to teach pattern

d]²ÓžÚ√ r]KÓŽÔ√ Ú¿]¿Ó¿Ô√ U½√

d]²ÓGÔð r]KÓFÔð Ú¿]¿Ó¿‡Ôð X½√

Ós¹d]²ÓGÔð Ó5L]KÓFÔð Ós¹¿]¿Ó¿‡Ôð X½√

d]²ÓGÔ¹ r]KÓFÔ¹ Ú¿]¿Ó¿‡Ô¹ u¼

d]²ÓGÔð r]KÓFÔð Ú¿]¿Ó¿‡Ôð w¼

d]²ÓGÔ½ r]KÓFÔ½ Ú¿]¿Ó¿‡Ô½ s×½

ÓÊËd]²ÓGÔð ÓÊuL]KÓFÔð ÓÊË¿]¿Ó¿‡Ôð r²½√

ÓÊËd]²ÓGÔ¹ ÓÊuL]KÓFÔ¹ ÓÊË¿]¿Ó¿‡Ô¹ r¼

Form 5 (reflexive?)
to remember to graduate pattern

d]�ÓcÓðÓ√ Ã]dÓ9ÓðÓ√ Ú¿]¿Ó¿‡ÓðÓ√ U½√

d]�ÓcÓ²Óð Ã]dÓ9Ó²Óð Ú¿]¿Ó¿‡Ó²Óð X½√

Ós¹d]�ÓcÓ²Óð Ó5ł]dÓ9Ó²Óð Ós¹¿]¿Ó¿‡Ó²Óð X½√

d]�ÓcÓ²Ó¹ Ã]dÓ9Ó²Ó¹ Ú¿]¿Ó¿‡Ó²Ó¹ u¼

d]�ÓcÓ²Óð Ã]dÓ9Ó²Óð Ú¿]¿Ó¿‡Ó²Óð w¼

d]�ÓcÓ²Ó½ Ã]dÓ9Ó²Ó½ Ú¿]¿Ó¿‡Ó²Ó½ s×½

ÓÊËd]�ÓcÓ²Óð ÓÊuł]dÓ9Ó²Óð ÓÊË¿]¿Ó¿‡Ó²Óð r²½√

ÓÊËd]�ÓcÓ²Ó¹ ÓÊuł]dÓ9Ó²Ó¹ ÓÊË¿]¿Ó¿‡Ó²Ó¹ r¼
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Examples of Form 1 Verbs
to love ÒVŠ

to eat q�√

to know rKŽ

to be (past) ÊU�

to promise bŽË

The present tense conjugation of a Form 1 verb requires a vowel on the second root letter which depends 
on the specific verb and must be memorized.  For example, the vowel associated with ”—œ is damma, and 

the vowel of `²= is fatha, so that:

he studies ”Ô—bÓ¹

he opens `Ó²HÓ¹

This is a feature of the conjugation of Form 1 verbs in only— the conjugations of other Forms have vowel 
patterns which do not depend on the particular verb.

Active Participant and Gerund
From every Form 2 verb, the active participant and gerund can be constructed:

infinitive active partic gerund
rÒKŽ unknown r]KÓFÔ� unknown rOKÚFÓð unknown

d]JÓ= think d]JÓHÔ� thinker dOJÚHÓð thinking

”Ò—Óœ teach ”]—ÓbÔ� teacher f¹—ÚbÓð teaching

Exercise 3
ÊuLÓKÓFÓ¹

5LÓKÓFÓð

rÓKÓFÓð

ÓÊuLÓKÓFÓð

d]�ÓcÓ²Óð

d]�ÓcÓ²Ó½

ÓÊËd]�ÓcÓ²Óð

”]—ÓbÔð

”]—ÓbÔð

”]—ÓœÔ√

Ó5Ý]—ÓbÔð

sÔJAÓ¹

sÔJAÓð

sÔJÝÓ√

sÔJAÓ¹

sÔJAÓð

ÓÊuMÔJAÓð

sÔJAÓ¹

Legend to Verb Table
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VðU� unknown »u²J� ?

q¼Uł ignoramus ‰uN−� something unknown

Exercise 4
q¼UAÓ¹ he watches (IVs3m)

VÔ²JÓ¹ he writes (Is3m)

r]KÓJÓ²Óð she speaks (Vs3f)

√ÓdIÓ¹ he reads? (Is3m)

lLÓ²ÚAÓð she listens (VIIIs3f)

Exercise 5
”]—bÔð

ÓÊuMÔJÚAÓ¹

√dÚIÓ¹

ÚVÔ²ÚJÔð

Ó5L]KÓJÓ²Óð

ÓÊu=ÓdÓFÓð

sÔJÚAÓ¹

b¼UAÔ½

ÓÊuEÓHÚ×Óð

qÓLÓFÓð

Assignment
Exercise 7 (p63), not p65, read p67, Exercise 9 (p66).
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Sentence Types
• Nominal sentences (wLÝô« WKL'«), used especially for expressing ‘to have’ or ‘to be’, for example:

The boy is big — dO³� b�u�«

I have a house — XOÐ w�

• Verbal sentences (wKFH�« WKL'«).

Exercise 6
I don't remember the names of the individuals of the extended family. WKzUF�« œ«d=√ ¡ULÝ√ d�cð√ ô

We are studying the Arabic language. WOÐdF�« WGK�« ”—b½

My wife is listening to the radio in the morning. ÕU³B�« w= u¹œd�« v�≈ w²łË“ lL²Að

The father of Mahaa works at the United Nations. …b×²*« Âô« w= UN� b�Ë qLF¹

1.  Our professor teaches Arabic literature. wÐdF�« »œ_« U½–U²Ý√ ”Ò—b¹

2.  My father doesn't know all of my friends. wzUWbXÓ√ q� Íb�«Ë ·dF¹ ô

3.  The auntmaternal of Mahaa works in a big bank. dO³� pMÐ w= UN� W�Uš qLFð

4.  My brother doesn't live in the dormitory. »öÔD�« XOÐ w= wš√ sJA¹ ô

5.  My classmatef Sanaa' is studying Law. ‚uIÔ(« ¡UMÝ w²KO�“ ”—bð

6.  My sister is writing letters to our relatives. UMÐ—UWÓ√ v�≈ qzUÝ— w²š√ V²Jð

7.  The mother of Mahaa' speaks three languages.  UG� ÀöŁ UN� …b�Ë rKJ²ð



8.  My auntmaternal doesn't remember my birthday. ÍœöO� a¹—Uð w²�Uš d�c²ð ô

Questions
I don't know how to write his name. tLÝ≈ V²�√ nO� ·dŽ√ ô

I don't remember where our friend works. UMI¹bX sJA¹ s¹√ d�cð√ ô

I don't know who teaches Islamic history. w�öÝô« `¹—U²�« ”Ò—b¹ s� ·dŽ√ ô

Exercise 7
1.  I don't know how to remember the name of my father. Íb�«Ë rÝ≈ d�cð√ nO� ·dŽ√ ô

2.  We know where my sister lives. w²š√ sJAð s¹√ ·dF½

3.  The teacher knows how to teach the Arabic language. WOÐuF�« WGK�« ”Ò—b¹ nO� ·dF¹ –U²Ýô«

4.  They don't know what to write to their relatives. rNÐ—UW√ v�≈ Êu³²J¹ «–U� Êu=dF¹ ô

5.  My mother doesn't know whether to speak to my sister. w²š√ l� rÒKJ²ð q¼ ·dFð ô wðb�«Ë

6.  My friend knows what to study. ”—b¹ «–U� ·uF¹ wI¹bX

7.  Don't you know how to work at home? øXO³�« w= 5KLFð nO� 5=dFð ô√

Exercise 9
1.  son sÐ≈

2.  sons ¡UMÐ√

3.  cousinm, paternal ÒrŽ sÐ√

4.  rO¼dÐ≈ ¨Âu¦K� Â√ ¨WÓOWÔ— ¨¡«d¼e�« WLÞU=

5.  daughter XMÐ

6.  wife WłË“

7.  unclepaternal ÒrŽ

8.  grandfather ÒbÓł

9.  wife WłË“

10.  auntmaternal W�Uš

11.  dJÐ uÐ√

12.  second wMŁ

13.  ÊUL¦Ž

14.  fourth lÐ«—

Vocabulary
state (nation) W�ËÓœ

state (part of a nation) W¹ôË

birth œöO�

Christmas œöO*« bOŽ

birthday of the Prophet b�u*« bOŽ

my birthday Íœö� bOŽ

Ordinals
first ‰Ë√

second w½UŁ

third ÚY�UŁ

fourth lÐ«—

Exercise 10



1. My class is big (dO³�) and I don't know (·dŽ√) the names of all the students (»öÞ√) in it.

2. Saudi Bank is the only (bOŠu�«) bank on this street (Ÿ—UA�«).

3. I am now in the library (W³²J*«) watching TV and writing a letter (W�UÝ—) to my cousin.

4. … (W�uGA�) … (UNKLŽ)

5. I have a small pretty daughter (XMÐ).  Her name (UNÔLÚÝ≈) is Abeer, and she is now at elementary 

school (WÝ—b*«).  My wife (w²łË“) Nicole is French, and Abeer talks (r]KÓJÓ²Óð) to me in Arabic 
and with her mother in French.

6. Before travelling (dH]A�«) to the Middle East I used to work (qLŽ√) in an office of translation in 

Washington city (W1b�) and I used to teach ( Ú”=—ÓœÔ√) the Arabic language in the evening in the school 
of Berlitz of language.

Exercise 12 (translations)
state office area lesson university my mother
vocabulary city all my sister classroom sciences
college uncle aunt the professor area Manhattan
professor library name registration Mahaa Cairo
picture husband classmate the Americans Michigan student

Assignment
Exercise …, 12, 13.
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Translation of Dictation
I am Haalid Mahmoud Abu Il'alaa, graduate fellow in the college of commerce at Cairo University, I 
graduated two years ago, and I am currently studying for the purpose of a diploma in business 
administration.  I have lectures three days a week only, and I do not teach because the graduate fellows in 
our university don't teach.  Therefore I go to the college on Saturday, Monday, and Wednesday only.

Questions about Dictation
1. öF�« uÐ√ œuL×� b�Uš

2. …—U−²�« WOK� w= bOF� u¼

3. ô

4. 5²MÝ cM� Ãd9ð b�Uš

5. …d¼UI�« WF�Uł w= …—U−²�« WOK� w= ”—b¹ b�Uš

6. ‰ULŽ_« …—«œ≈ ”—b¹

7. ÊuÝ—b¹ ô t²OK� w= s¹bOF*« ÒÊ_ ”Ò—b¹ ô b�UŠ

Exercise 1
1. …bOF� My cousin Nora is a graduate fellow in the department of English in the university.

2.  «d{U×� Wednesday I have lectures from morning to evening.

3. V¼–√ I go to college every day.

4. cM� I graduated from university three years ago.



5. p�«c� Mahaa is the only girl in her family, therefore she feels lonely.

6. ‰uB(« After obtaining the diploma, my classmate Ahmad worked in the army.

7. ÒÊ_ I don't like the season of Summer because the weather in it is very hot and the 

degree of humidity is high.
8. Ÿu³Ý_« In my opinion, Friday is the best day of the week.

9. ‰ULŽ_« …—«œ≈ My brother is currently studying to obtain a Master's degree in business 

administration.
10. XłÒd9ð I graduated from high school in the year 1990.

11. jI= My family is small, I have one sister only.

12. p�ß– My friendfemale studies in the evening only because she works before that.

Grammar
In some words, an alif that used to be written no longer is, so is still pronounced but omitted in writing.  
This kind of elided alif can be written in modern Arabic as a ‘miniature alif’, e.g. p�ß–, «–ßÁ, Á–ßÁ.

“a�«” is short for “…dš« v�«”, meaning ‘et cetera’.

Assignment
Exercise 3, 4 (p94), read p95, Exercise 5 (p96), Exercise 6, 7 (p97).
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Review of —bB� (Verbal Noun)

The forms of the —bB� can be read off from the verb table hand-out.

Instead of using —bB� to say “we like traveling to Jordan”, the subjunctive can be used (I suppose more 

naturally in Arabic) to say “we like-travel to Jordan” as d=UÝ√ Ê√.

Grammar
V³AÐ takes a noun phrase, i.e. a single noun or construct, with or without adjective, e.g.:

WÝ«—b�« V³AÐ

WOÐdF�« WÝ«—œ V³AÐ

…dO³J�« WÝ«—b�« V³AÐ

Exercise 3
1. sJÒA�« 1 Do you like living in New York?

2. …¡«dW 1 I listen to the tape before reading the lesson.

3. WÝ«—b�« 1 My friend is busy studying.

4. ÂöJ�« 1 I am studying Arabic in order to speak with the Arabs.

5. —uFA�« 1 We don’t like feeling lonely.

6. ‰uB(« 1 Do you study in order to obtain your PhD?

7. qLF�« 1 Mahaa's father likes working at the United Nations.



8. f¹—b²�« 2 Our teacher doesn’t like teaching in the morning.

9. …¡«dI�« 1 Is reading in Arabic difficult?

10. …b¼UA� 3 Do youplural enjoy watching Arabic movies?

Exercise 4
1. dHÒA�« ÒVŠ√

2. WOÐdF�« WÝ«—Òœ ÒV×½

3. ÂuKÐœ vKŽ ‰uB(« q³W ¨qLF¹ Êü« u¼

4. sAŠ√ W³²J*« w= WÝ«—Òb�« sJ� ¨XO³�« w= ”—œ√ U½UOŠ√

5. qzUÝÒd�« WÐU²� ÒV% ô wðb�«Ë

6. øÃd9²ð v²�

7. WOÐdF�UÐ ÂöJ�« ÒV% w¼

8. øULMOA�« v�≈ »U¼Òc�« ÊuÒ³% q¼

9. Âö=_« …b¼UA� ÒV×½ UMK�

10. øŸu³Ý_« «c¼ d=UAð q¼

Exercise 5
1. ‡�

2. UNÒ½_

3. ‡�

4. UNÒ½_

5. V³AÐ

6. ‡�

7. V³AÐ

8. ‡�

9. ÒÊ_

10. UNÒ½_

Exercise 6
1. V³AÐ My husband is always tired because of the homework.

2. ÒÊ_ He doesn't like Summer because its weather is always hot.

3. ÒÊ_ I'm not working now because I have exams this week.

4. UNÒ½_ My sister is studying in order to obtain a PhD.

5. ‡� We like to travel to the Middle East in order to study.

(It might be possible here to use V³AÐ, translating roughly as “we like to travel to the 
Middle East because of the studying”, but this implies that the Middle East is well known as
a destination for studying— like saying “I'm going to Mexico because of the sun”.)

6. ÒÊ_ Mahaa feels lonely because her father and her mother are always busy.

7. ÒÊ_ I don't remember the names of all my relatives because my family is big.

8. rNÒ½_ They're not going to the movies because they're busy studying.

9. V³AÐ I like this area [borough] becuase of its beautiful weather.

10. ‡� We are going to my girlfriend's room in order to watch the program ‘Friends’.

Exercise 7
1. „—u¹ uO½ WM¹b� ÂUŠœ“≈ V³AÐ …bŠu�UÐ U½UOŠ√ dFý√

I sometimes feel lonely because of the crowdedness of the city of New York.
2. WÝ«—Òb�« ÒV×¹ ô tÒ½_ Âu¹ q� WF�U'« v�≈ V¼c¹ ô b�Uš



Haalid doesn't go to college every day because he doesn't like to study.
3. sÒðUNM� w= ÊuMJA¹ UNðb�ËË U¼b�«Ë ÒÊ_ „—u¹ uO½ WF�Uł w= ”—bð UN�

Mahaa studies at New York University because her father and her mother live in Manhattan.
4. …d¼UI�« w= ÊuMJA¹ rNÒ½_ w²łË“ Êu=dF¹ ô wÐ—UW√

My parents don't know my wife because they live in Cairo.
5. fID�« V³AÐ lOÐd�« ÒVŠ√

I like Spring because of the weather.
6. jÝË_« ‚dA�« v�≈ d=UAK� WOÐdF�« ”—œ√

I'm studying Arabic in order to travel to the Middle East.
7.  UM³�« V³AÐ w²F�Uł ÒVŠ√

I like my university because of the girls.
8. »öD�« XOÐ ÒVŠ√ wÒ½_ w²KzUŽ XOÐ w= sJÝ√ ô

I don't live at my parents' house because I like the dormitory.
9. W¹eOKJ½ô« f¹—bÒ²� dB� v�≈ dHA�« V% UN�

Mahaa likes to travel to Egypt in order to teach English.
10. ÊU³Fð wÒ½_  ULKJ�« d�cð√ ô

I don't remember the words because I'm tired.

Assignment
Exercise 9, 10, 11, 12, 13.
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Dialog (Chapter 7)
My father works in the Ministry of Economics, and my mother— God have mercy on her— was an 
employee in the same ministry.  I have three brothers, I am the oldest of them.  Aadil is a student in the 
last year of secondary (high) school, and Waleed is a student in the first year of secondary (high) school, 
and Ibd Almuna'am is a student in the second year of preparatory (junior high) school.  My grandmother 
lives with us since my mother— God have mercy on her— died in an accident three years ago.

Questions about Dialog
1. Who is speaking?

Haalid (Mahaa's cousin) b�Uš

2. What is he talking about?
his brothers tðuš«

his family tðdÝ√

3. Who is in his family?
his father Áb�«Ë

his brothers tðuš«

Aadil ‰œUŽ

Waleed bO�Ë

Ibd Almuna'am rFM*« b³Ž

his grandmother tðbł

4a. Who died?
his mother tðb�Ë

4b. Since how many years (how many years ago)?



since three years (three years ago)  «uMÝ ÀöŁ cM�

5. What do we know about the father of Haalid?
he works at the Ministry of Economics œUB²Wù« …—«“Ë w= qLF¹

6. Where do the brothers of Haalid study?
Aadil WÒ�UF�« W¹u½U¦�« ∫‰œUŽ

Waleed W¹u½U¦�« w= w�Ëô« WMA�« ∫bO�Ë

Ibd Almuna'am W¹œ«bŽô« w= WO½U¦�« WMA�« ∫rFM*« b³Ž

7. Why does Haalid say “God have mercy on her”?
because she died XðU� ÒÊ_

8. My mother died three years ago.
My grandmother lives (has been living) with us since my mother died.

Exercise 1
1. I am the eldest of my brothers.
2. Haalid is the oldest of his brothers and Ibd Almuna'am is the youngest of them.
3. Harvard is the oldest of the American universities.
4. My father is the tallest of his brothers.
5. Most of the students don't live with their families.
6. Sunday is the first day of the week.

Vocabulary
elementary school WOz«b²Ð«

preparatory (middle) school ÒÍœ«bÚŽ≈

high school ÒÍuÓ½UŁ

(m) (f)
teacher (s) –U²Ý« …–U²Ý«

  (p) …cðUÝ«  «–U²Ý«

first ü]Ë√ v�ËÔ√

second w½UŁ WO½UŁ

third Y�UŁ W¦�UŁ

2001/05/02

Exercise 2
1. My mother teaches the French language in secondary school. (W¹u½UŁ)

2. The father of Mahaa is the oldest of his brothers. (d³�√)

3. Many Americans died in automobile accidents this year. (Àœ«uŠ)

4. We live in the first building on this street. (v�Ë_«)

5. Most of the Arab students live with their families. (l�)

6. In Egypt, many of the women work as employees in the ministries. ( UIþu�)

7. My teacherf was living in Jordan four years ago. (cM�)
8. In the childhood days, I used to live with my grandfather and my grandmother in the Summer. (

fOŽ¬)



9. I don't like the study of economics, because it is difficult. (œUB²Wù«)

10. The students of the third year at the university live in these buildings. (WO½U¦�«)

11. His wife died a year ago, and therefore he feels lonely now. (XðU�)
12. The prophet Muhammad is the father of Mrs Fatima and the grandfather of Hassan and Hussein. (

Òbł)

13. My friendf Hudaa used to live with me in the same house before her travelling to Saudi Arabia. 

(X½U�)

Possession
Arabic uses three different prepositions to indicate possession:

• “‡�” for abstract association;
(Haalid has three brothers.  He has many friends.)

• “l�” for the carrying of physical objects;
(Do you have a dollar [with you now]?  Do you have a pencil [with you now]?)

• “bMŽ” for the ownership of physical objects.
(Do you have a computer [at home]?  Do you have a car [at home]?)

Each of these prepositions inflect by the owner.

Exercise 3
1. His father has lots of money. ( ÔÁÓbÚMŽ)

2. We have relatives in Amman. (UMÓ�)

3. Rimaa!  Is your book with you? ( pÓFÓ�)

4. Layla has four children. (UNÓ�)

5. We have lots of homework/housework today! (U½ÓbÚMŽ)

6. Do youpl have a question? (rÔ�ÓbÚMŽ)

7. I was with them in the same school. (rÔNÓFÓ�)

8. What is the best job in yourpl opinion? ( ÓpÓ�)

9. I only have 10 dollars [on me]. (wFÓ�)

10. Saami has an uncle who works in the army. ( ÔtÓ�)

Plurality of Numbers
The number 1 is singular, 2 is dual, 3 through 10 are plural, but 11 and over are singular again!

2001/05/09

Cases
Nouns (and apparantly adjectives as well) decline by case:

indef def
Ïb�Ë Ôb�u�« Ÿu=ÚdÓ� nominative (subject)

Î«b�Ë Ób�u�« »uBÚMÓ� accusative (object)

Ìb�Ë b�u�« —Ëd−Ó� genitive (prepositional phrases)



Verb with Middle Alif
The verb “to be” is one in a class of verbs “UNð«uÚšÓ«Ë ÊU�” (kaana and its sisters) with an alif as the middle 

letter of the root.  These verbs conjugate according to the same pattern— cf., “—«“” (to travel).  Note that 
the 3rd person (‘absent people’) retains the alif in the conjugation.

Past Tense
Two types of sentence in Arabic:

• nominal sentence (WALÝ≈ WKLł)

• verbal sentence (WOKF= WKLł)
A nominal sentence can express the verb “to be” in the present tense:

the boy (is) big dO³� b�u�«

the girl (is) big …dO³� XM³�«

In this type (nominal) of sentence, both the subject (√b²³�) and the predicate (d³š) are in the nominative 

case.  To convert a (present tense) nominal sentence to the past tense, the Arabic verb “to be” (ÊU�) is 
used, in the past tense, forcing the nominal sentence to become verbal:

the boy was big ÎdO³� b�u�« ÓÊU�

the girl was big Î…dO³� XM³�« XÓ½U�

In any verbal sentence, the predicate is in the accusative case.  So, …dO³� becomes Î…dO³� (kabiiratan)— 

note the tanween of the “…” because of the nunation in the accusative.

Past Continuous Tense
A ‘past continuous’ tense (e.g., ‘used to walk’ as opposed to the plain past tense ‘walked’) is easily formed 
with ÊU� followed by a verb in Ÿ—UCÔ�, where both verbs are conjugated to agree with the subject.

Grammar
A sentence cannot begin with an indefinite noun— reorganize the phrases so that it does not:

I have the car ÍbMŽ …—UOA�«

I have a car …—UOÝ ÍbMŽ

I had a car …—UOÝ ÍbMŽ X½U�

Exercise 7
1. I used to live in that building two years ago. ( ÔXÚMÔ�)

2. Lailaa, where were you this morning? ( XÚMÔ�)

3. Her mother was a big employee in the United Nations. (XÓ½U�)

4. I and my classmates listened to the lecture, and before that we were in the cafeteria. (UÒMÔ�)

5. The crowdedness in this street was very big (severe) today. ( ÓÊU�)

6. Saturday and Sunday I had a cold. ( ÓÊU�)

7. The weather was not cold last week. ( ÓÊU�)

8. Did youpl use to study the Spanish language? (rÔ²ÚMÔ�)

9. We used to go to the cinema a lot. (UÒMÔ�)

10. She had a letter in the morning. (XÓ½U�)



Exercise 8 (not checked)
1. Where were you on Saturday? øX³A�« Âu¹ ÔXÚMÔ� s¹√

I was in San Jose. ÆwÝu¼ sÓÝ w= ÔXÚMÔ�

2. Did you have a car in high school? øW¹u½UŁ WÝ—b� w= …—UOÝ Ó„ÓbÚMŽ ÚXÓ½U� q¼

I didn't have a car. Æ…—UOÝ ÍbÚMŽ ÚXÓ½U� U�

3. Where did you use to go to with your friends? ørJzUWbX√ l� V¼cð ÓXÚMÔ� s¹√ v�«

I didn't have friends. Æ¡UWbX√ «u½U� U�

4. What did you use to like? øÒV% ÓXÚMÔ� «–U�

I used to like pizza. Æ«e²OÐ VŠ√ ÔXÚMÔ�

5. Where did you use to live? øsJAð ÓXÚMÔ�  s¹√

I used to live in my parents' house. ÆÒÍb�«Ë XOÐ w= sJÝ√ ÔXÚMÔ�

6. What did you use to watch on T.V.? øÊu¹eHOK²�« vKŽ b¼UAð ÓXÚMÔ� «–U�

I used to watch the Six Million Dollar Man. ÆåÊuOK*« W²ÒA�« qłd�«ò b¼Uý√ ÔXÚMÔ�


